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                  Lent with refugees

                          JRS offers a spiritual booklet to journey with our forcibly displaced brothers and sisters during the Lenten season.
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            Our Mission


            
                JRS seeks to accompany, serve, and advocate the cause of refugees and other forcibly displaced people, that they may heal, learn and determine their own future.


                      

    

  



    
    
                    Our Priorities

                  
                  
            
              
                Reconciliation
                In a spirit of welcome and hospitality, we work to promote right relationships and build social cohesion.
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                Education&Livelihoods
                Delivery of education from early childhood to adult learning and livelihoods programmes that foster agency and nurture hope.
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                Advocacy
                Effective advocacy for the rights of refugees.
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                MHPSS
                Layered, complementary services capable of meeting a variety of complex experiences and needs to ensure the most effective mental health and psychosocial support.
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Learn more about JRS’s commitments at the Global Refugee Forum
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              Receive the JRS updates in your inbox.
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                Middle East | Syria                    
                The Syrian people deserve the right to rebuild their lives
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            A young Afro-Colombian refugee champions women’s rights in Ecuador
            March 7, 2024
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            Jesuits served more than 100.000 Ukrainian refugees since the war started
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            Interfaith call for a ceasefire and lasting peace in the Middle East
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              Help us serve refugees where the need is greatest
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